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This phrasebook is intended to add flavor to Alpha Mu Gamma and strengthen the repertoire
of its members. Seeing as AMG is an honors society centered on excellence and interest in
foreign language and culture, it is only fitting, at least in my mind, that it should attempt to
maintain a healthy knowledge base regarding the basics of the languages most used in the
world, those taught here at Henderson, and those spoken by our international students.
Having a rudimentary smattering of the geography of the major language families, from
where they derive, and where they fit into the world is an important piece of the foundation
of an educated and culturally informed worldview. A basic appreciation of the cornerstone
languages of Western thought, Latin and Greek, also opens new avenues to explore our
common hobby: the etymology of almost every word you will encounter in French and
Spanish classes, as well as all mathematical and scientific terminology (and jargon), is
derived from one of these two languages. Lastly, this is designed to be fun and easy to digest!
It is imperative that all future Lexicographers strive for inclusivity in creating future editions.
This means that outreach and a strong connection with HISA, along with a desire to
communicate with members of the community, are a must for this position. Above all else,
this office is concerned with research and willingness to communicate, so let these be the
deciding factors in electing our Lexicographers.
—Earth Anderson, Lexicographer of AMG
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Dedication:

This project is dedicated to the memory of Doctor Steven Todd, Professor of Philosophy
at Henderson State University. Doctor Todd possessed the unique and invaluable ability to
connect to his students, and we who took his classes did not only lose a professor with almost
awe-inspiring mastery of his discipline—we also lost a great friend and mentor. For many, the
mark of a great teacher is one that isn’t afraid to set aside their ego for the betterment of the class
environment, and there was never a day I walked away from his class without a smile on my
face. That is not to give the false impression that his classes were somehow casual or easy, for I
also walked away each day with, to put it in colloquial terms, my brain fried. That was Doctor
Todd’s true genius—he was able to make ancient Greek philosophy, Emmanuel Kant’s
impossible verbosity, and logical proofs fun and accessible. I have never learned more from
another human being than from Doctor Todd, and I am almost certain I will never have another
instructor of such refined yet down-to-Earth quality.
Doctor Todd was also a champion and advocate of the fine arts, humanities, social
sciences, and, perhaps most importantly for organizations like Alpha Mu Gamma, he stressed the
need for foreign languages and international student programs. He fought long and hard battles
with administration and callous overseers throughout his years at Henderson, and refused to stay
silent on important matters. For those of you who spend all or most of your time in McBrien hall,
consider Doctor Todd an arbiter of your success and opportunity. His words against the growing
trends for higher education to be business oriented with no room for things like philosophy have
inspired not only me, but many others.
Doctor Todd would have wanted me to end this on a humorous note. I can only imagine
that, no matter which of the various afterlives we discussed in his classes, be it the River Styx,
Nirvana, or the Christian Heaven, Doctor Todd is now either discussing Form Theory with Plato,
disputing The Upanishads with Vishnu, or furiously rebuking Anselm’s Ontological proof. We
shall forever remember and cherish Doctor Todd and the gifts he has given us all.
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Introduction

This document is divided into four sections. The first section provides a brief foray into
the concept of language families and etymology. It also spotlights the most prominent languages
featured here in celebratory fashion. Part of the goal of Alpha Mu Gamma is to promote an
appreciation of world language and culture, and I can think of no better way to do that than by
presenting the languages as their proud speakers would want them—with focuses on their
accomplishments replete with positive stereotypes. Brief histories and fun facts are also included
here. Note: “Number of speakers” in this booklet will count speakers of all levels, not just
natives or fluent speakers.

The second section contains the handbook for the languages which are taught at
Henderson. May you find them concise and applicable. Aside from basic phrases, a few
niche/culturally significant aphorisms and wordings may be found.

The third section features phrases of the languages which are represented at Henderson.
This includes any foreign languages spoken by students and faculty at Henderson University. It
may be possible that a language that ought to have been included was not. It is our desire to
include every single one of our international and multilingual community members, so we
implore you to inform us. Also understand it is not the intention of the Lexicographer to
overlook anyone, no matter what.

The last section contains basic phrases in Latin, Ancient Greek, and a few alphabets.

As this project develops and comes into different hands with different skill sets, interests,
and focuses of study, certain aspects will be developed more. If it seems any one section gets
more attention than another, please know that this not intentional. Rather, it reflects the
knowledge of the contributors and their comfort in dealing with certain aspects.
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Contributing Authors and Thanks:
Alpha Mu Gamma—I thank the organization for my promotion and for believing in the
project. Without the greenlight from my fellow officers this project would not exist.

Dr. Dunn—Thank you for reaching out to international staff and maintaining an interest
in this project. Overtime, I do not doubt the AMG Lexicon will grow beyond what I ever
imagined. I also give one thousand thanks for help with editing.

Alina Rudakova—Alina’s assistance with Asian languages, Gallo-Romance languages,
and Slavic languages has been of immeasurable help. I thank her deeply.

Staff and Faculty—Thank you for taking the time out of your busy lives to respond to our
emails and requests for audience. We are proud to include your contributions in the spirit of
diversity and fun.
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Languages of the World
Today, approximately 7,000 languages (by high estimates) are currently spoken by
different people around the world. Rather than categorize each of them individually, related
languages and dialects are often grouped into what are known as language families, being
called such due to the grouped languages sharing a common parent language from which
they derived. These language families are then further subdivided into branches, from which
stem individual languages. For example, most European languages as well as those spoken in
Persia and most of India are categorized under the grand Indo-European language family. Be
it Russian, English, Portuguese, or Farsi, all of these are theorized to derive from a single,
grandfather language known as Proto-Indo-European. This can be seen with the word for
“three,” which is a cognate within all languages of this family (cognate comes from Latin
“cognatus” which means “together born” [co-gnatus]):

Three (English), Trēo (Old English), Triu (Gothic), Dóru (Ancient Greek), Dāru (Sanskrit),
Drèvo (Old Church Slavonic), and Dzar (Armenian).

Taking account for phonetic shift (which professionals and scholars have learned to
account for in their determinations) it is not hard to see how similar the word “three” really is
across these many different languages. Of course, being from the same language family does
not grant mutual intelligibility by any means, though the connection is there.
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In short, the languages within the great blanket families share a common ancestor. They
have grown apart over time, but still retain a twinkle of commonality even if it may appear
superficial from a practical standpoint. As a general rule, one can expect more difficulty
attempting to learn a language from an entirely different family, because they are comprised of
entirely different vocabularies. Remember; even though English and Hindi are in no way
mutually intelligible, they are both Indo-European and thus have more in common with each
other than, say, Arabic and English. The word for “grass” in Hindi is “ghass” घास, and the word
for “sun” is “sooraj” सूरज. We get “grass” from Proto-Indo-European “ghrāsmṇ,” and “sun”
from “sā́ wel(jos).” Meanwhile, Arabic speakers might say something like “yawm”  يومwhich has
its root in Proto-Afro-Asiatic “yatin.” This is just a general rule, however, and the complexity of
language goes far beyond a few archetypal examples, but it is worth noting.
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The Romance Languages

Although you will undoubtedly come to find the Romance languages pleasing to the ear as your
studies and appreciation for them grow, the word “Romance” in this context denotes evolution out of
vulgar Latin. It does not, as many believe, describe a linguistic suitability for courtship. You may think of
Romance simply as “derived from the language of the Romans,” if you like. French, Spanish, Italian and
Portuguese are the most well-known Romance languages.
Today, the number of Romance language speakers nears one billion. Easily one of the most
important and impactful language families, the speakers of the Romance languages spread their influence
across the globe through colonization, religious missions, art, science, philosophy, and diplomatic clout.
The entirety of South America (nearly) is comprised of Romance language speakers, and it is one of the
very few language groups that can boast to be represented on an official level somewhere on every
continent (including Antarctica). In the United States there are 41 million Spanish speakers, 1.3 million
French speakers, and 700,000 Italian speakers.
To display their common ancestor in action, let us look at the verb “to be” and the noun
“language.” (Romanian looks different, but it conjugates similarly.)
Esse—to be (Latin)
Être (French)
Ser, Estar (Spanish)
Ser, Estar (Portuguese)
Essere (Italian)
A fi (Romanian)
From to be, we have ego sum/je suis/yo soy/eu sou/io sono/eu sunt (all of which mean “I am,”
respectfully)

The word for “language” also displays the common Latin parent:

Lingua—Language (Latin)
La langue/ La lengua /A língua /La lingua /Limba
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French (Français)
French, commonly referred to with endearment as la langue d’amour, is spoken by some
220 million people across the globe. An aura of prestige and elegance surrounds its use, and
Francophilia is to be found among the educated upper crusts and bourgeoisie of almost every
nation. Beginning in the 17th century and up until the aftermath of World War II, French was the
most important diplomatic and internationally used language. By cultivating a perception of
elegance and refinement, the French ruling class was able to brand their language as the one of
high culture, fine arts, and sophistication. Today, French has retained its diplomatic importance
as one of the 6 working languages of the United Nations, one of the two official NATO
languages, and its use by humanitarian groups such as Médecins Sans Frontières.

Fun Facts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Due to French overseas possessions and colonies across the globe, the sun literally never
sets on French land; it is always daytime somewhere in French controlled territory.
Because of the prior fact, France makes use of 12 time zones in its administration, which
is more than any other country.
Following the Norman conquest of England in 1066, French was the “official” language
of England for about 300 years!
30% of English vocabulary is taken from French. Examples: (Corps, joy, abandon,
magician, sacred, uncle, vacation, rogue, dance, balance…)
France is the most visited country in the world.
The creation of the French academy in 1635 marked the first time an intellectual body
convened for the purpose of language regulation and administration.
Other than English, French is the only other language to be taught in all countries of the
world.
France is the most successful military power in European history in terms of wins to
losses.

“Let us read, and let us dance; these two amusements will never do any harm to the world.”
—Voltaire
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Brief History: Following Caesar’s conquest of Gaul (now known as France), the language,
customs, and civilization of the Roman Empire came to heavily influence the culture of the
region. Vulgar Latin fused with the existing Gallic tongues to create the Gallo-Romance (4th-9th
centuries) languages, which Old French grew from. The Oaths of Strasbourg, the fascinating
multilingual document from the 9th century, showcase the distinctive Gallo-Romance language
that had evolved out of Latin influence. Over time, this morphed into Old French, which was
used until the end of the 14th century. Old French still retained certain linguistic artifacts from
Latin, like noun cases, and had a much more phonetic sound (like that of Spanish or Italian, for
example) to it when compared to its modern form. From the 14th to 17th centuries, Middle
French, developed out of Old French, dropped noun declensions and made use of the “s” on the
end of a word to mark plurality. During this time, French came into its own as linguistic
scholarship and contact with ancient texts led to an efflorescence. The first grammars were
published, and the dialect spoken around Paris became the official language of France. These
developments allowed for the later imposition of the official language throughout the entire
country (“French” as we know it was not the majority language of France at the time). Dozens of
sister languages and dialects, such as Occitan, Arpitan, Norman, Picard, Provençal, etc were still
in wide use until efforts were made to unify the country under a single language. The early
modern period also saw French become the preeminent language of courts and the noble classes
of Europe.
“From the 17th to the 19th centuries, France was the leading power of Europe; thanks to
this, together with the influence of the Enlightenment, French was the lingua franca of
educated Europe, especially with regards to the arts, literature, and diplomacy; monarchs
like Frederick II of Prussia and Catherine the Great of Russia could both not just speak and
write in French, but in most excellent French. The Russian, German and Scandinavian
Courts spoke French as their main or official language, regarding their national languages
as the language of the peasants. Spread of French to other European countries was also
aided by emigration of persecuted Hugenots.”

Marc Fumaroli (2011). When The World Spoke French. Translated by Richard Howard. ISBN 9781590173756.

Following the trend begun in the 17th century, the French government would continue efforts to
standardize the use of language, especially through the 18th and 19th centuries. Modern French,
that which is taught today, was formed out of the collective efforts of standardization,
purification, and the scholars of the Académie Française. To end on a humorous note, consider
the ever-elusive guttural “R” sound in French. That is a relatively recent development in the
language, appearing in the mid or late 18th century. One theory of its origin is that Parisian
bourgeoisie, in order to be different or hip, just sort of started using it in place of the more
common alveolar tap or trill. Apparently, it caught on, and you weren’t cool unless you spoke
with a guttural “R.” People in Québec and Louisiana still roll or tap their “R” sounds.
14

Spanish (Español)
Spanish speakers number around 600 million, with a wide spread of Spaniards, South
American, and North American peoples. The vibrant and energetic Spanish language is among
the most widely used and studied across the globe and is an official language of the United
Nations. Through the Middle Ages and well into the early Renaissance, Spain was the
intellectual and cosmopolitan capital of Western Europe. This is owed to the great output of the
diverse intelligentsia constituted of Islamic, Hebrew, and Christian scholars. Spain acted as a hub
of learning where the wisdom of the East and ancient texts such as those of the Greek
Philosophers, once lost to oblivion, were revived and translated from Arabic into Latin. This rich
tradition made Spain a veritable oasis of learning and cultural mixing throughout the Middle
Ages. Along with Portugal, Spain was at the forefront of the exploration of the New World,
where it created a vast empire. Indeed, the Spanish dominions, stretching from Iberia, Italy, and
the Netherlands as far as the Philippines, were so vast that it was first called el imperio donde
nunca se pone el sol.

Fun Facts:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Don Quixote, written by Cervantes, was the first modern novel.
The oldest restaurant in the world is in Madrid.
The strait of Gibraltar, where stand the Pillars of Herakles, was once thought to be the
end of the known world. Upon the discovery of the Americas, the inscription there, Non
terrae plus ultra, was changed to plus ultra, which is the motto of Spain to this day.
The Spanish we learn is more precisely known as Castellano.
The geographic area of Iberia was under the control of Islamic kingdoms (such as the
Emirate of Cordoba and Almohad dynasty) for nearly 800 years.
Due to culturally mixing from the above fact, as many as one tenth of Spanish words are
of Arabic origin. Examples: (ajedrez, alacrán, naranja, fideo, azúcar, ojalá)
Antonio de Nebrija’s Spanish grammar and dictionary were both the first to be written in
the language. Furthermore, his Spanish grammar was the first grammar written for any
Romance language. Upon completing it, he gifted it to Isabella of Spain, saying “I give
you the gift of Empire.”
There is a register of Spanish spoken in the Canary Islands known as el silbo. This
language is comprised entirely of whistles and is useful due to the acoustics of the
islands. It is considered a masterpiece of human heritage by UNESCO.

“I speak Spanish to God, Italian to women, French to men, and German to my horse.”
—Carlos V
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Brief History: The development of Spanish (Castellano) has a major distinguishing feature that
separates it from the development of English or French. There is no “Middle Spanish.” Rather,
there are only Old Spanish and Modern Spanish with a transitionary “Classical Spanish” in
between. Old Spanish developed out of Vulgar Latin spoken in Iberia, the non-standard language
spoken by denizens of Roman Hispania. Roman control of Iberia came about due to its rivalry with
the Carthaginian Empire, an ancient empire which controlled much of Iberia in the 2nd century BC.
Following the defeat of Carthage and Roman conquest, Roman culture, civilization, and language
would pervade the peninsula. Ibero-Romance languages evolved out of the local tongues mixing
with Latin and would eventually give rise to the Old Spanish language (among others). Old Spanish
was spoken from the tenth century to roughly the beginning of the fifteenth. Among defining
features of Old Spanish were its separate pronunciations of “B” and “V,” and the letter “T” (such
as in leite (leche) to make the “CH” sound. In the fifteenth century, an increase in linguistic
scholarship and contact with ancient texts due to the Renaissance put pressure on Old Spanish to
change. Thus ensued a transition period, sometimes known as Golden Age Spanish, that facilitated
changes to the language and resulted in Modern Spanish. Usted and Vosotros were devised during
this period, direct object indirect object pairs were streamlined (díselo into se lo di, for example),
and spelling was standardized.

Spelling in early modern Spanish was anarchic, compared with the Spanish of today, which
is governed and standardized by the Real Academia Española, a semi-governmental body.
There was no reference book or other authority writers or compositors could turn to, to find
the "correct" spelling of a word. In fact, spelling was not considered very important.
Sometimes words were spelled according to their Latin origin rather than their actual
pronunciation (trasumpto instead of trasunto). This presents a challenge to modern editors of
texts from this period, who are forced to choose what spelling(s) to use.

Eisenberg, Daniel (1990). "Cervantes' Consonants". Cervantes, journal of the Cervantes Society of
America. 10 (2): 3–14.

Early Modern Spanish saw the revisions and other complicated changes that created Modern Spanish.
Although Standardization has largely been a success in the historical borders of the Kingdoms of Castille
and León, other areas such as that of Catalonia, Navarra, and Gallicia still maintain a strong regional
language identity.
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The Germanic Languages

The languages of Norse raiders and settlers, pipe-touting Dutch traders, musical geniuses
like Mozart, and our own native tongue of English fall under the category of “Germanic.” The
Germanic language group is one of the most spoken and commonly learned language groups on
Earth, with an estimated 515 million native speakers and upwards of 1.5 billion students (1.5
billion global English learners plus other Germanic languages).
There is some confusion regarding the words “German” and “Germanic.” Germans are
Germanic, but not all Germanic peoples are Germans. The word “German” more accurately
refers to the nationality of people living in the nation-state of Germany (and Austria in some
cases) and the official language there. It is a gross simplification to lump these two terms
together or to disregard the very important distinction between them.
The common ancestor of the Germanic Languages is Proto-Germanic, which emerged
from Denmark and southern Sweden before migrating slowly into the Elba valley, eastern
Germany, and along the coast of The Low Countries. The earliest written example of a Germanic
language is a translation of the Holy Bible in Crimean Gothic.
Runes were typically used by Norsemen and other Germanic groups, and while they
survived in a single town well into the 1700’s (Dalarna being called “the last stronghold of
Germanic runes”), they were well on their way to being replaced due to Latin script being used
in legal and church documents by the 1300’s, if not many years before.
During the age of exploration and colonialism, Germanic languages were spread around
the world, especially by the British, Dutch, and even German Empires. Today, there is even talk
of English becoming the de facto world language, though this is largely disputed by language
experts and demographers. Still, quite an unexpected ending point for a language group of such
humble beginnings.
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German (Deutsch)

Depending on the manner of counting, there are up to 220 million German speakers
worldwide. German is a notoriously sophisticated and complicated language due its brutal
grammar rules and profound vocabulary. Yet, German does not completely deserve the fear it
provokes (unless one is attempting to read Kant). Mozart, Beethoven, Bach, Gutenberg, Einstein,
Bismarck, and Frederick Barbarossa—great minds who have brought much advancement to
Western Civilization adorn the annals of German history. For over a thousand years, once as the
Holy Roman Empire and now as the modern nation-states of Germany and Austria, Germany
was and is the leader of Central Europe culturally and economically.

Fun Facts:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

65% of German highways have no speed limit.
Higher Education is completely free in Germany
Adidas were invented by a German
Gutenberg invented the printing press, allowing for the rapid reproduction of books and an
acceleration of vernacular texts across Europe. His printing press also produced the first printed
book: a Latin Bible.
The university of Bologna was the first higher education institution in Europe. It lay in the
borders of the Holy Roman Empire, and many German noble students would travel to Italy for
instruction there.
The German economy is monstrous, with the 4th highest GDP globally, highest capital export
globally, and most world trade fairs being held in its borders.
“Donaudampfschifffahrtselektrizitätenhauptbetriebswerkbauunterbeamtengesellschaft” is the
longest published German word.
Germany has emerged as one of the most liberal and progressive states on the globe, and leads
many efforts alongside its major EU partners for the betterment of humanity.
Germany has 32 Nobel Prizes in chemistry.
The Holy Roman Empire lasted until 1806, meaning The United States of America and this
former kingdom existed simultaneously for a while.

Only a fool learns from his own mistakes. The wise man learns from the mistakes of others.
—Otto von Bismarck
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Brief History: German began its path toward becoming a distinct language in the Great Migration Period
just before the fall of the Western Roman Empire. Texts such the Hildebrandslied, which make use of
mixed Germanic languages, display the growing dissonance between Old Saxon and Old High German.
As with most other early forms of written language in Europe, there was no written uniformity, a fact
exacerbated by the growing sound shifts occurring from migrations and linguistic mixing.
Middle High German (1050-1350) expanded rapidly throughout the lands of The Holy Roman
Empire, the Kingdom of Germany with an elective monarchy that claimed to be a continuation of Rome
(though in reality they had very little in common whatsoever, socially, politically, militarily, or
religiously). There is a large amount of surviving writings from this period, such as the tale of Siegfried
the knight. Scholars mark the outbreak of the bubonic plague as the ending point of what is considered
Middle High German.
What we call Modern German flourished following the end of the Late Middle Ages. While
German was still fractured into uncountable regional dialects across the vastness of the German areas of
the HRE, the printing press and Luther’s theses had profound effects on German. Standardization was
underway around the same time the Romance Languages began to increase their contact with ancient
Latin and reform their own spellings, making for an interesting parallel.

Excerpt from Luther’s notes on translation methodology:

One who would talk German does not ask the Latin how he shall do
it; he must ask the mother in the home, the children on the streets,
the common man in the market-place and note carefully how they
talk, then translate accordingly. They will then understand what is
said to them because it is German. When Christ says 'ex abundantia
cordis os loquitur,' I would translate, if I followed the papists, aus
dem Überflusz des Herzens redet der Mund. But tell me is this
talking German? What German understands such stuff? No, the
mother in the home and the plain man would say, Wesz das Herz
voll ist, des gehet der Mund über.

The Habsburg Dynasty, the most successful German royal house in history, used German as its
administrative and commercial language. This had an effect of proliferating German’s use and, as the
prestige language of the HRE, its use became more and more favorable across the wide area. In the 19 th
century, the Brothers Grimm dictionary as well as orthographical conferences promoted standardization
across German and Austria. Standard German (Hochdeutsch) is understood in all areas where German is
spoken today.
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Phrases for Languages Taught at Henderson
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French

Yes, No / (Oui, Si), Non [‘wi], [si], [nɔ̃]
Hi / Salut [saly]
Hello (also used for “good morning”) / Bonjour [bɔʒ̃ uʀ]
Goodbye / Au revoir [o ʀ(ə)vwaʀ]
How are you? / Comment allez-vous? [kɔmɑ̃ ale vu]
Good night / Bonne nuit [bɔn nɥi]
Thank you / Merci [mɛʀsi]
You’re Welcome / De rien [də ʀjɛ]̃
Please / S'il vous plaît [sil vu plɛ]
Pardon / Pardon [paʀdɔ̃]
Welcome! / Bienvenue! [bjɛṽ (ə)ny]
Nice to meet you / Enchanté / [ɑ̃ʃɑ̃te]

Azur semé de lis or / Blue sewn with golden lilies (The heraldic designation of the kingdom’s flag)
Montjoie St. Denis que trépasse si je faiblis / (Motto and war cry of the French kingdom)
La Chevalerie / Chivalry
Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité / Liberty, Equality, Fraternity
La Ville–Lumière / The City of Light
Je t’aime / I love you
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Spanish

Yes, No / Sí, No [si], [no]
Hi / Hola / [ola]
Hello (also used for “good morning”) / Buenos días / [bwenos ðias]
Goodbye / adiós [aðjos]
How are you? / ¿Cómo está? [komo esta]
Good night / Buenas noches [bwenas notʃes]
Thank you / Gracias [gɾaθjas]
You’re Welcome / De nada [de naða]
Please / Por favor [por faβor]
Pardon / Perdón [perdon]
Welcome! / Bienvenido! [bjenbeniðo]
Nice to meet you / Encontado / [eŋkantaðo]
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German

Yes, No / Ja, Nein
Hi / Hi
Hello / Hallo
Goodbye / Auf Wiedersehen
How are you? / Wie geht es Ihnen?
Good night / Gute Nacht
Thank you / Dankeschön
You’re Welcome / Gerne
Please / Bitte
Pardon / Entschuldigung
Welcome! / Willkommen
Nice to meet you / Es freut mich, Sie kennenzulernen
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Phrasebook of Languages Represented at Henderson
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Russian
Russian is an East Slavic language with over 160 million speakers who mostly reside in
Eastern Europe, the Pontic steppe, and central Asia, where it is a lingua franca. Russian is one of
the 6 languages of the United Nations. Russian writers, such as Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky, and
Onegin, have produced some of the most acclaimed literature in the world, and artists and
musicians like Aivazovsky and Tchaikovsky remain timeless. The Russian claim on the title of
“Third Rome” for their capital is not without foundation either, for long have the denizens of the
northern Motherland stood as protectors and arbiters of the Orthodox faith.

Yes, No / да, нет [ˈda], [nʲˈet]
Hello / Здравствуйте [zdrˈastvʊjtʲɪ]
Hello (informal) / Привет [prˈɪvˈet]
Goodbye / Досвидания [dɐsvˈɪdanˈьjь]
How are you? / Как дела? [kak dˈeƚa]
Good Morning / Доброе утро [dobrəj utrə]
Good Night /Доброй ночи [dobro notʃˈ]
Thank you / Спасибо [spɐsˈibə]
You’re Welcome / Не за что [ne zɐ ʂto]
Please / Пожалуйста [pɐʐaƚəstɐ]
Pardon / Извините [ьzvˈɪnˈite]
Welcome / Добро пожаловать [dɐbro pɐʐaƚəvətˈ]
Nice to meet you / Приятно познакомиться [prˈɪjætnə pəznɐkomˈьtsɐ]
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Ukrainian
Ukrainian is an East Slavic language spoken by some 40 million people. The medieval
Kievan Rus state, precursor to all East Slavic nations and peoples, was centered around the
Ukrainian capital city of Kiev. It is for this reason that Ukraine might be considered the ancestral
womb of East Slavic civilization. The Dnipr river has long been an important trade avenue
linking the Norse, Slavic, and Greek worlds, and Kiev has long sat upon this fluvial entrepôt of
commercial and cultural exchange. In the mid-20th century, Ukrainian experienced its very own
literary renaissance, and is very much alive and thriving today.

Yes, No / Так, нi
Hello / Здравстуйте
Hello (informal) / Привiт
How are you? / Як ви
Good Morning / Доброго ранку
Good Night / Доброї ночi
Thank you / Дякую
You’re Welcome / Нема за що
Please / Будь ласка
Pardon / Вибачте мене
Welcome / Ласково просимо
Nice to meet you / Приємно познайомитись
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Italian
Italian is a Romance language principally spoken in Italy, although its influence is very
far reaching in music, art, fine dining, and poetry. The great renaissance city-states brought the
resurgence of classical learning to the Western world as text began to be written in vernacular
language rather than Latin. Dante Alighieri’s Divina Commedia is the quintessential example of
this, and this work remains a treasure of world literature. Milan, Venice, Genoa, Pisa, and the
other great Italian cities have long been epicenters of high culture, wealth, and excellence, and
the great status of this language is reflected in the fact that, though it has relatively few native
speakers, a huge body of students study Italian around the world.

Yes, No / Sì, No [si], [nɔ]
Hello / Buongiorno [bwonˈdʒorno]
Hello (informal) / Ciao [ˈtʃao]
Goodbye / Arrivederci [arriveˈdertʃi]
How are you? / Come sta? [ˈkome sta]
Good Night / Buonanotte [bwonaˈnɔtte]
Thank you / Grazie [ˈɡrattsje]
You’re Welcome / Prego [ˈprɛɡo]
Please / Per favore [per fa’vore]
Pardon / Mi perdoni [mi per’doni]
Welcome / Benvenuto! [benveˈnuto]
Nice to meet you / Incantata [inkanˈtata]
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Nepali
Nepali is an Indo-Aryan language spoken by around 17 million people. Nepali, as with
Hindi, has an enviable historical richness. The language is experiencing very healthy growth as
its wealth of oral literature has been in the process of being recorded for over a century now. The
country of Nepal is a land of geographic extremes—it possesses 8 of the 10 highest mountains in
the world, as well as the deepest canyon in the world. Mount Everest is known as Sagarmatha in
Nepali, which means “Heaven’s Forehead.”

Yes, No / हो (Hō), होईन (Hō'īna)
Hello / नमस्कार (Namaskāra)
Hello (informal) / नमस्ते (Namaste)
Goodbye / फेरी भेट ौँला (Feri bhetaula)
How are you? / तपाईंलाई कस्तो छ? (Tapai lai kasto chha)
Good Morning / शुभ प्रभात (shuva diin)
Good Night / शुभ रात्री (shuva ratri)
Thank you / धन्यवाद (dhanyabad)
You’re Welcome / केही छै न (kehi chhaina)
Please / कृपया (Kr̥payā)
Pardon / मलाईं माफ गनुुहोस् (Malā'īṁ māpha garnuhōs)
Welcome to Henderson / Henderson मा तपाईंलाई स्वागत छ (Henderson ma tapailai swagat chha)
Nice to meet you / तपाईौँलाई भेटेर खुशी लाग्यो (Tapā'īm̐lā'ī bhēṭēra khuśī lāgyō)
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Hindi
Hindi ranks among the most ancient and rich languages in human history, and it is by
certain measures the third most spoken language in the world. The philosophical and scientific
tradition of India is almost unmatched—the sacred Vedic texts date back almost 4,000 years. The
golden age of the Gupta Empire saw some of the most profound advances in culture, astronomy,
and mathematics ever to come from the human intellect. Building from this incredible legacy is
one of the most quickly developing countries in the world. As India grows, Hindi will become
exponentially more important than it already is.

Yes, No / हाौँ (haan), नहीं (nahin)
Hello / नमस्कार (Namaskāra)
Hello (informal) / नमस्ते (namaste)
Goodbye / अलववदा। (alvida)
How are you? / आप कैसे हैं (Aap kaisey hain)
Good Morning / सुप्रभात (suprabhaat)
Good Night / शुभ रात्री। (shubh raatri)
Thank you / शुक्रीया (बहुत धन्यवाद) Shukriyaa (Bahut dhanyavaad)
Please / कृप्या (krpya)
Pardon / माफ़ कीवजए। (māphao kījie।)
Welcome / स्वागत (svāgat)
Nice to meet you / आपसे वमलकर खुशी हुई (aapsey milkar khushi huee)
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Korean
The Korean language, despite Chinese influences, has developed in relatively glorious
isolation. Its written system is a marvel of human creativity, and is one of the most efficient
writing systems ever devised. Prior to the invention of Hangul, Chinese characters were used for
written Korean. This resulted in only the upper 1% of the 1% of educated people being literate.
Thus, the Hall of Worthies was founded, where the Scholars of the Jade Hall devised the Hangul
alphabet. Korean is spoken across north-east Asia, with around 80 million speakers (3 million of
that amount spoken in small communities in neighboring countries). Korea has had enormous
success in innovation throughout its history. They devised one of the first rocket-propelled
weapons in history in 1409, and developed an armored “turtle ship” equipped with canons
hundreds of years before the West.

Yes, No / 네 [ne], 아니요 [aniyo]
Hello/ 안녕하십니까 [annyeong-hasimnikka]
Hello (informal) / 안녕 [annyeong]
Goodbye / 안녕 [annyeong]
How are you? / 안녕하셨습니까? [an nyeong ha siut seum ni ka?]
Good morning / 안녕하십니까 [annyeong hashimnikka]
Good night / 안녕히 주무십시요 [annyeong-hi jumusipsio]
Thank you / 고맙습니다 [komapsumnida]
You’re welcome / 천만에요 [chonmaneyo]
Please / 부탁합니다 [butakamnida]
Perdon / 실례하겠습니다 [sillyehagessseubnida]
Welcome / 환영합니다 [hwangyong-hamnida]
Nice to meet you / 만나서 반갑습니다 [mannaseo bangabseubnida]
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Portuguese
Portuguese is a language of daring and adventure. The first Europeans to take to the sea
and build a global trade empire decades ahead of their closest competitors were the Portuguese.
Because of the intrepid nature of the Portuguese, there are over 220 million Lusophones despite
only 10 million of them residing in Portugal itself! Even by Romance Language standards,
Portuguese is extremely gendered as the gender of expressions changes to agree with what is
being referred to. The Portuguese language is growing in importance as Brazil waxes into world
power status. Other notable centers of Portuguese Criolo culture can be found in Goa, Malacca,
Angola and Mozambique, East Timor, and Macao.

Yes, No / sim [sı]̃ , não [nãw]
Hello / olá [oˈla]
Hello (informal) / oi! [ɔj]
Goodbye / adeus [aˈdews]
How are you? / Tudo bem? [ˈtudu bẽj]
Good Morning / bom dia [bõ ˈdʒia]
Good Night / boa noite [ˈboa ˈnojtʃi]
Thank you (m/f) / obrigad(o/a) [obriˈɡadu, a]
You’re Welcome / de nada [dʒi ˈnada]
Please / por favor [por faˈvor]
Pardon / perdão [perˈdãw]
Welcome (m/f) / bem vind(o/a) [bẽj-vıd̃ u, a]
Nice to meet you / prazer em conhecê-(lo/la) [praˈzer ẽ koɲeˈse (lu/la)]
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Romanian
Romanian is the forgotten Romance Language. It is surrounded by Slavic language
speakers on all sides, so many simply lump it in with these groups. Although Slavic, Greek, and
even Turkish influences have seeped into Romanian (this is most obvious when looking at
spellings and diacritics), a “re-latinization” was undertaken in the 19th century in which tens of
thousands of French words and constructed Latin words were adopted. Thus, outside influences
have been purged in favor of Latin ones, so that no upwards of 75%-85% of Romanian words are
purely Latin derived. Vlad Țepeș (Vlad Drăculea) “the Impaler,” the notorious hero of Wallachia
who gave rise to the legend of Dracula, is one of the most important figures in Romanian history.

Yes, No / da [da], nu [nu]
Hello / bună ziua! [bunə zuwa]
Hello (informal) / salut [salu]
Goodbye / la revedere [la revedere]
How are you? / ce mai faceți? [tʃe maj fatʃeti]
Good Morning bună dimineața [bunə dimineatsa]
Good Night / noapte bună [nwapte bunə]
Thank you / mersi [mersi]
You’re Welcome / cu plăcere [ku plətʃere]
Please / vă rog [və rog]
Pardon / pardon [pardon]
Welcome / bine ați venit [bine atsʲ venit]
Nice to meet you / Încântat de cunoștință [ɨnkɨntat de kunoʃtintsə]
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Arabic
There are few languages that have enjoyed such exponential propagation and growth of
influence as Arabic. Following Mohammed’s conquests and the rise of the Islamic world to
prominence, Arabic became and has remained a world language. It is characterized by its
importance as a trade language throughout the Middle East, Western India, the maritime silk
road, and the Maghreb. The unmatched beauty of Arabic calligraphy ought to be a source of
envy for Westerners! It is because of Arab scholars that we have Ancient Greek texts, it is
because of Arab traders that Europeans had access to luxury goods like silk, and many of the
stars in our sky have been named by Arab astronomers.

Yes, No / [ نعمnem], [ لla]
Hello / [ السالم عليكمas-salām 'alaykum]
Hello (informal) / [ مرحباmarḥaban]
How are you? (m/f) / ( كيف حالك؟kayfa ḥālak), ( كيف حالك؟kayfa ḥālik)
Good Morning / [ صباح الخيرṣabāḥul kẖayr]
Good Night / [ تصبح على خيرtuṣbiḥ 'alā khayr]
Thank you / [ شكراshukran]
You’re Welcome / [ ألعفوal’afw]
Please / [ من فضلكmīn fāḍlīkā]
Pardon / [ عفواafwan]
Welcome / [ أهالا و سهالاahlan wa sahlan]
Nice to meet you / [ تشرفت بمقابلتكasharafat bimuqabalatik]
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Quechua
Quechua was the prestige language of the Inca Empire, and it was enforced across all of
Tahuantinsuyu (the realm of the four parts). There are 10 million speakers of Quechua, making it
the most successful indigenous language of the Americas following European conquest. In the
high points of Andean civilization, the largest urban centers in the world, sophisticated state
systems, and an incredible mnemonic record keeping system made of knots (quipu) made the
Incan Empire among the finest in world history. Recently, Roxane Quispe Collante of the
Universidad San Marcos defended her PhD dissertation in Quechua. This is big news for
Quechua, as she is the first to do so.

Yes, No / ari, mana
Hello / rimaykullayki
How are you? / ¿allillanchu?
Good Morning / allin p'unchay
Good Night / allin tuta
Thank you / solpayki
You’re Welcome / hinallatapas
Please / allichu
Pardon / pampachaway
Welcome / haykuykuy
Nice to meet you / anchatam kusikusani riqsisuspayki
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Catalan
The Medieval Kingdom of Aragon was one of the stronger Christian kingdoms, and the
basis of Catalonian independence movements hearken back to this era. Spain was formed by a
personal union between the crown of Castile and Aragon, so it is a bit of a misnomer to call the
Castilian language “Spanish” although the basis of the country is halfway rooted in Aragon. The
Catalan people had large dominion of the Mediterranean islands, the Kingdom of Naples, the
Holy Land, and even parts of Provence and Greece at a time. The economic prowess of
Barcelona and all of Catalonia is a testament to the shrewd and successful nature of the Catalans.
The infamous Pope Rodrigo Borgia was from Aragon!

Yes, No / si [si], no [no]
Hello / bon dia [bɔn diə]
Hello (informal) / bones [bɔnəs]
Goodbye / adéu [ədeu]
How are you / com està? [kɔm estə]
Good morning / bon dia [bɔŋ diə]
Good night / bona nit [boŋə ŋit]
Thank you / gràcies [grasiəs]
You’re Welcome / de res [də rrεs]
Please / sisplau [sisplau]
Pardon / perdoni! [pərduni]
Welcome / Benvingut (m) [bembiŋgut], benvinguda (f) [bəmbiŋgudə]
Nice to meet you / encantat [əŋkəntat]
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Pidgin English (Solomon Islands)
The Melanesian peoples have been the stuff of legend and terrible inaccuracies for
centuries. They have been labeled as cannibals, even though cannibalism from this area was a
religious practice, not simply done for sport or a food source. Colonization has produced a
simplified version of English that has been adopted by the denizens of many islands, including
the Solomon Islands. An interesting cultural note is that bride prices are still a strong aspect of
marital tradition here—once the dowry is paid, the woman belongs to the husband. Here are a
few examples of Pidgin English sayings:
Hello / Halo [Ha-Loh]
How are you? / Yu hao? [Yew Ha-Ow]
I am well / Mi oraet [Mee O-rite]
What’s your name? / Waat na nem bilong yu? [Waa-t na Nem Bee-Long Yew]
My name is / Nem bilong mi [Nem bilong mi]
Good bye / Bye Bye
Welcome to Henderson / Welkam lo Hendason [Well-Kaam Lo Hen-Duh-Son]
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Kiswahili
Kiswahili is a Bantu language spoken by over 100 million people in eastern and
southeastern Africa. The importance of the language is immeasurable for the people of these
regions, who see the language as either essential to their sense of identity or essential for income
and communication. It acts as a lingua franca in Eastern Africa, and shows signs of steady
growth.
Yes, No / Ndio, Hapana
Hello / Habari yako
Hello (informal) / Habari
Goodbye / Kwaheri
How are you? / Hujambo?
Good morning / Habari ya asubuhi
Good night / Lala salama
Thank you / Asante
You’re Welcome / Asante kwa kushukuru
Please / Tafadali
Pardon / Samahani
Welcome / Karibu
Nice to meet you / Nafurahi kukuona

A few cultural notes about Kenya:
Shake hands before starting a conversation
There are about 44 different languages spoken and each person speaks an average of four
"Sheng" is the most commonly spoken language in urban areas. It's a mixture of all 44 languages
including English and Kiswahili! If you are visiting Nairobi, the capital, you must learn some Sheng.
Common music genres includes Taarab, Benga, Genge, and Kapuka
The country is most known for prowess in middle and long distance runners! and vast wildlife! "Where
Runners Come From!"
Mt. Kenya is the second tallest mountain in Africa (After Kilimanjaro in the neighboring Tanzania).
The remains of the what scientists believe to be the "oldest Homo Sapien" can be found at the boarder
between Kenya and Tanzania.
Most common delicacy includes Ugali (corn meal cake) and Chapati (tortilla-like)
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Hawaiian
Owing to its simple yet elegant selection of sounds, the Hawaiian language is truly
beautiful. The language has only 13 letters! Hawaiian is a Polynesian language spoken by less
than 30,000 people. This low number is a result of Imperialism, specifically at the hands of the
United States. However, in the mid-20th century there were large undertakings to revitalize the
language through promotion and even immersion schools called Pūnana Leo. A few generations
of educated Hawaiians fluent in their mother tongue have emerged since then, and steady growth
has been achieved.
Yes, No / ʻAe, ʻaʻole
Hello / Aloha
Goodbye / A hui hou (or) Aloha
How are you? / Pehea ʻoe? (singular), Pehea ʻoukou? (plural)
Good morning / Aloha kakahiaka
Good afternoon / Aloha ʻauinalā
Good evening / Aloha ahiahi
Thank you / Mahalo
Please / E ʻoluʻolu
Pardon / E kala mai iaʻu!
Sorry / E kala mai iaʻu!
Welcome / Aloha
Nice to meet you / Hauʻoli kēia hui ʻana o kāua

Interesting facts:
“Aloha” translates to “In the presence of life” or “In the presence of breath.”
The Polynesian people were incredible navigators hundreds of years ahead of their time. They sailed
across the Pacific to all corners of the vast oceans searching for land. They had reached Samoa 800 years
before the birth of Jesus, and landed in Hawaii 200-300 years before Columbus found the Americas.
The vast waters between Polynesian peoples has resulted in incredible linguistic variety within their
language families.
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Turkish
Turkish is spoken by around 80 million people, mostly in Anatolia. There are significant
minorities in the Balkans and the Middle East. It is a Turkic language, and the primary language
in use today of that family. Turkish is interesting for its use of the Latin script and greater
Western influence on its lexicon than many other languages east of the Bosporus. The Ottoman
Empire, the greatest of the Islamic empires, was defined by learning, tolerance, and advancement
throughout the early modern period and well into the 1700’s. In 1453, Mehmet II took
Constantinople and proclaimed himself Qayser-i Rûm (Caesar of the Roman Empire), and his
magnificent successors led the Turkish successor state into a golden age of unmatched military,
legal, and social greatness.
Yes, No / Evet [evetʰ], Hayir [ha̟jɯɾ]
Hello / Selam [sɛlam]
Goodbye / Hoşçakal [ hoʃtʃʰakʰa̟ʎ]
How are you? / Nasılsınız [nasɯɫsɯnɯz]
Good morning / Günaydın [g̟yna̟jdɯn]
Good afternoon / Tünaydın [tʰyna̟jdɯn]
Good evening / İyi akşamlar [ı̇ ji akʃamɫaɾ̥]
Thank you / Teşekkür ederim [tʰeʃek̟k̟ʰyɾ edɛɾim]
Please / Lütfen [lytfɛn]
Pardon / Bakar mısınız? [bakʰaɾ mɯsɯnɯz]
Sorry / Özür dilerim [øzyɾ dilɛɾim ]
Welcome / Hoş geldiniz [hoʃ g̟ɛldiniz]
Nice to meet you / Memnun oldum [mɛmnun oɫdum]
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Persian (Farsi)
If forced to choose one word to describe Persia, surely there could be no other choice
than “prosperity.” The Achaemenid Empire was the largest ever at its time, and introduced
infrastructure, a postal system, civil services, and a professional military—all trappings of
modern nations, but done by the Persians in ancient times! Furthermore, the Persians were
successful in using an official language across their wide land expanse made up of centralized
bureaucratic nodes. The Persian language is very much a prestige language, and it has shaped the
languages of its neighbors, especially orthographically, for thousands of years. So irresistible is
the Persian legacy that Athenians adopted certain Persian customs in ancient times, and invaders,
rather than leaving their mark on Persia, were conquered by the language and civilization, always
assimilating. The word “Persia” is a Western invention (an exonym), and it should be noted that
Iran officially requested years ago that it be known as Iran because that is the correct endonym.
Yes, No / [ نخيرb̊aˈle], [ بلهnaˈxejɹ̊ ]
Hello / [ سالمsalâm]
Goodbye / [ خدا حافظkhoda hafez]
How are you? / [ حال شما چطور است؟hale shoma chetor ast]
Good morning / [ صبح بخيرsobh bekheir]
Good night / [ شب بخيرshab bekheir]
Thank you / [ ممنونمmamnūnam]
Pardon / [ !ببخشيدbebakhshid]
Please / [ لطفاlotfan]
Sorry / [ !متاسفمmoteassefam]
Welcome / [ خوش آمديدkhosh amadid]
Nice to meet you / [ از مالقات شما خوش وقتمaz molaghat-e shomâ khosh vaghtam]
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Georgian
Georgia is a proud and ancient nation with grand claims as being among the first and
longest standing Christian nations on Earth (since 337 A.D.) There are under 4 million speakers
of the language, all centered in the country located in the Caucasus mountains. The Georgian
script exhumes mystique and antiquity. Georgian is infamous for being impossible to learn. This
is due to ridiculous consonant clusters, the seven noun cases, the base 20 number system, and
insane grammar. It is ranked as a category IV language, borderline V, meaning it takes twice as
long to learn for an English speaker (compared to Spanish, French, Dutch, etc.).
Yes, No / დიახ [diakh], არა [ara]
Hello / გამარჯობა [gamarjoba]
Goodbye / ნახვამდის [nakhvamdis]
How are you? / როგორა ხარ? [rogora khar]
Good morning / დილა მშვიდობისა [dila mshvidobisa]
Good afternoon / დილა მშვიდობისა [dila mshvidobisa]
Good evening / საღამო მშვიდობისა [saghamo mshvidobisa]
Thank you / გმადლობთ [gmadlobt]
Please / თუ შეიძლება [tu sheidzleba]
Pardon / უკაცრავად [uk’atsravad]
Sorry / ბოდიში [bodishi]
Welcome / კეთილი იყოს თქვენი [k’etili iq’os tkveni]
Nice to meet you / სასიამოვნოა თქვენი გაცნობა [sasiamovnoa tkveni gatsnoba]
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Dutch
Dutch is spoken by around 30 million people and is the third most spoken Germanic
language. The Dutch are resilient tradesmen and fiercely independent. Through colonial
enterprise and excellence at shipbuilding, the Dutch became the foremost naval and commercial
power for a time with a combined merchant marine outnumbering that of France, England,
Spain, and Portugal combined. The Dutch language is spoken on four continents, with important
centers in South Africa, the Caribbean, Suriname, and Indonesia. Dutch has had an interesting
influence on Russian, especially due to Peter the Great’s employment of Dutch professionals and
arctic trade routes. Many English words for ship parts, such as “deck,” are taken from Dutch as
well.
Yes, No / Ja, Nee
Hello / Hallo
Goodbye / Tot ziens
How are you? / Hoe gaat het met u?
Good morning / Goedemorgen
Good afternoon / Goedemiddag
Good evening / Goedenavond
Thank you / Bedankt
Please / Alstublieft
Pardon / Neem me niet kwalijk
Sorry / Het spijt me!
Welcome / Welkom
Nice to meet you / Aangename kennismaking
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Occitan
Occitan is a Gallo-Romance language spoken in southern France. There are an estimated
100,00-800,000 speakers, although this number used to be much higher. In fact, prior to
Verghona (effects of French government systematically suppressing the language), 40% of
France spoke Occitan. Nonetheless, there is still a strong local sentiment in the south of France,
where parents continue to teach their children the language. Occitan has a vibrant and distinct
history, as it was the language of the Troubadours, the great poets and writers of the medieval
period. Epic poems such as The Song of Roland which details Charlemagne’s exploits in
chivalric fashion were written in Occitan. Occitan is very much a language of literature,
romance, and chivalry—it employs the elegance of French mixed with the phonetic pleasantness
of Spanish.
Yes, No / Òc, Non
Hello / Bonjorn or Adieu
Goodbye / A lèu
How are you? / Va plan?
Good morning / Bonjorn
Good afternoon / Bon vèspre
Good evening / Bonser
Thank you / Mercés
Please / Se vos plai
Pardon / Perdon or Desencusa?
Sorry / Pardon
Welcome / Benvengut
Nice to meet you / Encantat
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Scots
Scots is spoken in Scotland, and is the product of English hegemony over the British
Isles. There is debate as to whether Scots qualifies as a language. In a certain sense, it is much
like English and might be considered more a dialect. Then again, there are moments where
mutual intelligibility ceases completely. See the Robert Burns poem below.
Yes, No / Ay, Naw
Hello / Hullo
Goodbye / Guidbye
How are you? / Hoo are ye?
Good morning / Guid mornin
Good afternoon / Guid efternuin
Good evening / Guid evenin
Thank you / Thank ye
Please / Please
Pardon / Excuise me
Sorry / Sorry
Welcome / Wylcom
Nice to meet you / Gled tae meet ye

This poem shows some interesting things, such as the word “fou” for “crazy.” This is an
example of how politics can influence language, because this word likely entered Scots through
the Auld Alliance.

When chapmen billies leave the street,
And drouthy neibors, neibors meet,
As market days are wearing late,
An' folk begin to tak the gate;
While we sit bousing at the nappy,
And getting fou and unco happy,
We think na on the lang Scots miles,
The mosses, waters, slaps, and styles,
That lie between us and our hame,
Where sits our sulky sullen dame.
Gathering her brows like gathering storm,
Nursing her wrath to keep it warm.

When the peddler people leave the streets,
And thirsty neighbours, neighbours meet;
As market days are wearing late,
And folk begin to take the road home,
While we sit boozing strong ale,
And getting drunk and very happy,
We don’t think of the long Scots miles,
The marshes, waters, steps and stiles,
That lie between us and our home,
Where sits our sulky, sullen dame (wife),
Gathering her brows like a gathering storm,
Nursing her wrath, to keep it warm.
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Cajun French
Cajun French is much like metropolitan French—the primary differences come from
pronunciation, grammar, and certain regional flavors. The Cajuns were originally from
Acadiana, Canada, and were forcibly relocated to the Louisiana colony by the British. They are
the primary reason for the strong continuation of French culture in south Louisiane, as the
Louisiana Colony did not contain more than a few thousand Frenchmen and slaves over the
whole period of French control. With a strong sense of identity focused around cuisine, good
times, and toughness, the Cajuns ought to be considered a treasured facet of unique culture in
America. Below are a few “Acadianisms” and staples of le Français là-bas.
Laissez les bon temps rouler — Let the good times roll
Mais ouais! — But of course!
Mardi Gras — Fat Tuesday
Couyon — Word for a very unintelligent person
Andouille — Pork sausage
Cher — Dear (used in standard French as well, but especially in Cajun country)
Cochon de lait — An event with a roast pig over an open fire
Roux — Used as a base for many cuisines.
Écrevisse — Crawfish
Chevreuil — Deer
Bayou — Marsh, stream, wetland area
Nonc — Uncle
Sauce Piquante — Spicy sauce, stew
Lache pas la patate — An utterance invoking the resilience of Cajun spirit
Pain perdu — Milk and bread sprinkled with sugar; a breakfast item
Lagniappe — “a little extra”
Detours des Anglais — “English Turn.” A place in the Mississippi river where Jean-Baptiste Le Moyne
de Bienville was able to slyly convince an English gunboat captain to turn tail and leave Louisiana. He
was only in a canoe at the time.
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Belarusian
Belarusian was known as “White Ruthenian” until just recently. It is spoken by a around
10 million people in the country of Belarus and surrounding Slavic nations. Belarus is at threat of
being endangered, as literacy in the country is low and the Russian language has great influence.
Yes, No / Так [Tak], He [Ne]
Hello / Прывiтанне [Pryvitańnie]
Goodbye / Да пабачэньня [Da pabačheńnya]
How are you? / Як справы? [Yak spravy]
Good morning / Добрай раніцы [Dobray ranitsy]
Good afternoon / Дабрыдзень [Dabrydzień]
Good evening / Добры вечар [Dobry večhar]
Thank you / Дзякуй [Dziakuy]
Pardon / Перапрашаю [Pieraprašaju]
Please / Калі ласка [Kali laska]
Sorry / Выбачайце [Vybačhaytse]
Welcome / Вiтаем [Vitayem]
Nice to meet you / Прыемна пазнаёміцца [Priyemna paznayemitsa]
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Modern Greek
Greek is spoken by upwards of 14 million people. Most speakers reside in Greece, but
there are large minorities in the United States, Canada, Turkey, Ukraine, Georgia, Hungary, and
most countries in the Eastern Mediterranean to some extent. Greek holds a special place atop a
marble pillar for Western Civilization, as science, philosophy, rhetoric, politics, and just about
every other subject of higher learning was pioneered by the Greeks. Although it is often said that
Rome fell in 476, it is not often mentioned that it lived on for another thousand years in the east.
Byzantium stood throughout the middle ages as a major regional power. Greek has proved to be
surprisingly resistant to change (Old English is an entirely different language for us, but Ancient
Greek feels more like an odd dialect but still the same language overall for Greeks). Its
longevity, cultural significance, and unmatched place in history make Greek a worthy
undertaking for scholars of all fields.
Yes, No / Ναι [Nai], Όχι [Ochi]
Hello / Γειά σας [Ya sas]
Goodbye / Γειά σου [Ya su] inf, Γειά σας [Ya sas] fr.
How are you? / Πώς είστε; [Pos íste?]
Good morning / Καλημέρα σας [Kaliméra sas]
Good afternoon / Καλό απόγευμα [Kaló apóyevma]
Good evening / Καλησπέρα [Kalispéra] - when arriving, Καλό βράδυ [Kaló bradi] - when leaving
Thank you / Ευχαριστώ [Efharistó ]
Pardon / Με συγχωρείτε! [Me synhoríte]
Please / Παρακαλώ [Parakaló]
Sorry / Συγνώμη! [Sygnómi]
Welcome / Καλώς Ορίσατε [Kalós orísate] - frm
Nice to meet you / Χάρηκα για την γνωρημία [Hárika ya tin gnorimáa]
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Mandarin Chinese (Mandarin)
What can these fleeting words express to adequately speak toward the greatness and
achievement of the Chinese civilization? Having been first in everything and prospered for
thousands of years, China needs no further praise. Over one billion people speak Chinese.
Despite this staggering number, the language has less influence than many because of Chinese
insular concerns and tight regulation of the internet in China. This is not to say that the language
has not influenced others—in fact, all East Asia has been greatly influenced by Chinese. The
characters in particular have been transmitted across many cultures.
Yes, No / 是的, 沒有
Hello / 你好 (nǐ hǎo) - informal 您好 (nín hǎo) - formal
Goodbye / 再見 [再见] (zàijiàn)
How are you? / 你好嗎? [你好吗] (nǐ hǎo ma)
Good morning / 早安 (zǎo'ān)
Good afternoon / 午安 (wǔ'ān)
Good evening / 晚安 (wǎn'ān)
Thank you / 謝謝 [谢谢] (xièxie)
Please / 麻煩你 [麻烦你] (máfán nǐ)
Pardon / 請問 [请问] qǐngwén
Sorry / 對不起 [对不起] (duìbùqǐ)
Welcome / 歡迎光臨 [欢迎光临] (huānyíng guānglín)
Nice to meet you / 我很高興跟你見面 (wǒ hěn gāoxìng gēn nǐ jiànmiàn)
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Japanese
The Japanese language has an intricate concern for beauty that can be heard in its
voicing. The language was largely considered a language isolate until its relationship with the
Ryukyuan languages was discovered, thus establishing a grouping of these languages into the
Japonic language family. This is reflective of Japan’s secluded state with small doses of outside
influence throughout history and their concern for the preservation of self. Japanese is the 9th
most commonly spoken language in the world with 130 million speakers. It is written with
several types of characters, including Hiragana, Katakana, and Kanji. The characters are often
mixed when written, which gives Japanese a flair of uniqueness. It is the language of warriorpoets, innovators, and sakura-covered mountainsides.
Yes, No / はい [hai], いいえ [iie]
Hello/ こんにちは [konnichiwa]
Hello (informal) / よう [yā], やあ [yō]
Goodbye / さようなら [Sayōnara]
How are you? / おげんき です か [ogenkidesuka]
Good morning / おはようございます [ohayōgozaimasu]
Good afternoon / こんにちは [今日は] [konnichiwa]
Good evening / 今晩は / こんばんは [konbanwa]
Thank you / ありがとうございます [arigatō gozaimasu]
Please / ください [kudasai]
Pardon/ すみません! [sumimasen]
Sorry / ごめんなさい! [gomen nasai]
Welcome / ようこそ [yōkoso]
Nice to meet you / 初めまして [hajimemashite]
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Ancient Languages and Other Alphabets
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Phoenician and its Derived Alphabets
The idea that our word “phonics” comes from “Phoenician” because they invented the first
alphabet has been peddled for ages, but etymology is extremely complicated so this may not be true.
Regardless, the Phoenicians deserve mention as they brought the alphabet to Western Civilization. You
may notice the lack of vowels, this is likely due to the fact that the Phoenicians’ Canaanite language was
Semitic. The Greeks adapted this alphabet to their own needs, and from the first Greek alphabet the
Etruscans and then the Romans devised their own scripts, building off the prior ones.
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The Ancient Greek Alphabet, taken from Phoenician (800 B.C.E.)

The Etruscan Alphabet, taken from Greek (7th-5th Centuries B.C.E.)

The Archaic Latin Alphabet, taken from Etruscan (6th century B.C.E)
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Latin (Lingua Latina)
Latin, an Italic language of humble origins from the region of Latium, rose alongside the
conquests and expansion of Rome to unfathomable heights. It was the language of the Roman
Republic and Roman Empire, the greatest Empire of Western Civilization. Latin forms the basis
of all Romance languages, and, along with Greek (through cognates and calques), provides the
vocabulary of nomenclature, logical and philosophical terms, medicine, law, and more across
higher education. Latin was the sole official language of government, the church, and diplomacy,
across Europe for over a millennium, and only began to lose this distinction in the early modern
period. Even though Latin is not used as a living language any longer, it would be wrong to
dismiss it as a dead language. A great deal of English vocabulary is derived from Latin either
through French or directly, and this includes common words used by all. Some examples include
these: equinox, equal, augment, auction, author, benign, caption, magnitude, patronize,
arrogance, tentative, prescription, vision, and envy.

Latin is a synthetic language. This means it primarily makes use of inflection to denote
the function of words in sentences. Compared to English, which is analytic and makes use of
helper words (particles and prepositions, for example) and strict syntax to convey meaning, Latin
is very different. In English, we have one word for “girl.” We can add an -s to pluralize this
word, but the form does not change. For nuanced meanings, we can add helping words (for the
girl, from the girl, the girl’s). In Latin, however, these nuances are contained in separate noun
forms. There are five primary forms if the less used locative and vocative cases are not included,
and all have distinct singular and plural forms:

Nominative, the subject of the sentence
Genitive, indicating possession
Dative, used for indirect objects
Accusative, used for direct objects
Ablative, used in place of adverbial phrases
—
Vocative, used for direct address of a person
Locative, used for geographical locations
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Thus, the word “girl” has ten forms in Latin:
Singular
puella
puellae
puellae
puellam
puella

Nominative
Genitive
Dative
Accusative
Ablative

Plural
puellae
puellarum
puellis
puellas
puellis

This word belongs to the first group of declensions. There is a total of five along with an
additional three neuter declension groups! All in all, that means a Latin speaker is juggling many dozens
of noun forms. This may seem like a nightmare, but it is an elegant and intuitive system which allows
greater freedom of expression. Take, for example, the following sentences: “The man bites the dog,” and
“The dog bites the man.” In English, the meaning of this sentence is dependent on word order. However,
since Latin is inflected, the form of the noun can change rather than its position. The following sentences
all mean “The dog bites the man:”
Canis mordet virum, Virum Canis mordet, Mordet virum canis, Canis virum mordet, Mordet canis virum
Since the case of the words tell us the function of the nouns, we always know which word is the subject
(the thing doing the biting) and which word is the direct object (the thing being bitten)! This system
allows for interesting word orders and elegant rhyme schemes. To make this system as clear as possible,
we can imagine it in English. Let’s suppose all subjects had the “^” symbol after them, and all direct
objects had a “+” after them. Then, we could model our sentences in similar fashion:
Man^ bites dog+ / Dog+ bites man^ (In both of these, we are shown which is the subject, and thus, even
though the second sentence has inverted order, we know the man is doing the biting.)

Latin verbs are like those of its Romance derivatives. Verbs have infinitive forms and are
conjugated into 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person singular and plural. The verb “to love” is conjugated below as an
example:
Infinitive: amare
amo
amas
amat

amamus
amatis
amant

Latin is pro-drop, naturally, so subject pronouns are not necessary when they can be inferred form
the verb form (as in Spanish).
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The correct pronunciation of Latin is not common knowledge. Latin phrases, names, and
words are butchered without mercy. Medieval Latin is different from Classical Latin, and most
people are more familiar with the Medieval pronunciations, so it is not entirely their fault. That
said, many notable pronunciation rules should be pointed out:
The letter “C” is always pronounced as if it were a “K.”
The letter “V” is always pronounced as if it were a “W.”
The letter “J” is like an English “Y” sound.
Vowels generally have these sounds: A (ah), E (ay), I (ee), O (o), U (oo).

Thus, “Cicero” is pronounced with hard “K” sounds as in “ˈkɪkɛro,” “Julius Caesar” is
“ˈjuːlɪ.ʊs ˈkae̯ sar,” and “Veni Vidi Vici” does not have the “V” sounds or the “CH” sound: rather,
it is pronounced “ˈweːniː ˈwiːdiː ˈwiːki.”

There is evidence behind these conclusions. For example, Quintilian wrote that he
believed the letter “K” should never be used, as “C” kept its “strength” before all vowels. This
implies the way “C” sounded. Also, theatre plays sometimes featured characters that spoke bad
Latin (sermo vulgaris) humorously. Again, we can infer that, if these characters were speaking a
certain way cast as a character meant to speak vulgar Latin for the upper class to laugh at him,
his Latin must have been incorrect. Another bit of evidence to consider is graffiti found in the
ruins of Pompei. Some of the spelling conventions in that graffiti show up in a book of
corrections, where such conventions were addressed.
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Latin Phrases

Yes, No / Sic, Vero, Sane, Certe, etc. / Non
Hello / Salve (singular), Salvete (plural)
How are you? / Quomodo vales?
Good Morning (Morning Greeting) / Quid agis mane?
Good Night (Evening Greeting) / Bonum Vesper
Thank you / Gratias vobis ago, Gratias
You’re Welcome / Precare (singular), Precamini (plural)
Please / Amabo te
Pardon / Me excusa,
Welcome (like Hello) / Salve
Nice to meet you / Mihi placet

Senatus Populusque Romanus (SPQR)—The Senate and People of Rome
Sapientia melior auro—Wisdom is better than gold
Audentes fortuna iuvat—Fortune favors the bold
Spartam nactus es; hanc exorna—Your lot is cast in Sparta; be a credit to it
Virtus in media stat—Virtue stands in the middle (likely a nod to Nicomachean ethics)
Graecia capta ferum victorem cepit—Conquered Greece, in turn, defeated its savage conqueror
(Describing the fact that, though Rome conquered Hellas, Greek culture, philosophy, and ideas conquered
Roman life and attitudes).
Veritas Liberabit Vos—Truth shall set you free
Amicus Plato, sed magis amica veritas—Plato is my friend, but truth even more so
Panem et circenses—Bread and circuses
Mare Nostrum—Our sea (referring to the Mediterranean, which the Roman Empire entirely enveloped).
Anno Domini—The year of our Lord
E pluribus unum—Out of many, one.
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Quotes

“Ceterum censeo Carthaginem esse delendam!” /"Furthermore, I am of the opinion that Carthage should
be destroyed!” — (Cato the Elder, a Roman politician, began finishing all his speeches with this line, no
matter its relevance, in a call for the destruction of the greatest rival Rome ever had.)
“Home is where the heart is.” —Pliny the Elder
Veni Vidi Vici / “I came, I saw, I conquered” —Julius Caesar, making light of his conquest of Gaul
Alea iacta est / “The die is cast” —Caesar upon crossing the Rubicon (Though he said this in Greek)
Silent enim leges inter arma / “In times of war, the law falls silent.” —Cicero
“Death smiles at us all, but all a man can do is smile back.” —Marcus Aurelius
“I found Rome a city of clay and left it a city of marble.” —Augustus
“Ingrata patria, ne ossa quidem habebis” / “Ungrateful fatherland, you will not even have my bones.”
—Scipio Africanus
“The mind is not a vessel to be filled but a fire to be kindled” —Plutarch
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The Duenos Inscription is among the earliest examples of Old Latin

The Roman Empire at its height under Trajan
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Ancient Greek (Hellēnikḗ)

Sources and evidence are unclear regarding the origin of the Greek language. Speculation marks
somewhere around 1100 B.C. as about the time that Ancient Greek dialect groups developed. Like Latin,
Ancient Greek was highly inflected.
Ancient Greek was the language of Homer, Socrates, and Pericles. During the Greek Golden Age,
the arts, philosophy, and political thought flourished. Much of Western Civilization owes its success to
the Greek advances, and this is seen in language as well as in abstract concepts. Greek mythology, the
Iliad and the Odyssey, Oedipus Rex, and other such written works have been translated and studied for
centuries. Many Greek terms entered Latin, which then entered English through different means. There
has even been a staggering number of direct borrowings from the English language, especially beginning
with the Renaissance when classical texts and ideas were being studied again with fervor. Such words as
“butter,” “cosmopolitan,” “physics,” “philosophy,” “encyclopedia,” and “alchemy” have found their ways
to English through Latin or more interesting, roundabout ways.
The Greek tongue reached the height of its influence during the Hellenistic Age. Alexander the
Great’s conquest of much of the known world spread Greek across Asia and the Middle East as a prestige
language, language of colonists and veterans, and administrators. Alexandria in Egypt was the epicenter
of High Culture in the Hellenistic Age. The Greek of this period marks the end of Ancient Greek, and is
known as Koine Greek (which had its origins in the dialect of Athens mixed with other dialectical
influences). It is this large and far-reaching influence which made interesting routes of word transmission
possible. An example of this is the word “alchemy.” This word was absorbed into the Arab world before
finding its way into Romance languages.
Despite the large amount of natural influences, the way in which Greek contributes the most in
terms of word count is through its use as the base for forming neologisms. Scientific and technical terms
are created by fusing Greek roots, and new words are introduced daily not only in English, but across all
languages in adjusted forms. The word “utopia” is a good example of this.
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Early Greek text was written in

Boustrophedon, which means “as a
bull turns.” The text starts in the top
left, but, rather than the next line
starting just below, the text inverts
and continues from the right side,
following a downward pattern. This
allows much faster reading as the
eye needs not reset and risk losing
its place.

The Rosetta Stone is among the
most important discoveries made for
scholars of language. It dates to the
time of Ptolemaic Egypt, and
contains an identical message written
in Ancient Greek, Egyptian
Demotic script, and Hieroglyphics.
Because of this, it became the key
to deciphering Hieroglyphics and
opening study into the secrets of
Egyptian history.
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Ancient Greek Phrases

Yes, no / ναί [ne̞ ], οὐχί [oukhí]
Hello / Χαῖρε! [Khaíre]
Goodbye / Ὑπίαινε! [Hypíaine]
How are you? / Τί πράττεις; [Ti prátteis]
Good morning / Ὑπίαινε! [Hypíaine]
Good afternoon / Χαίρετε! [Khaírete]
Good evening / Χαίρετε! [Khaírete]
Thank you / Ἐπαινῶ [Epainō]
Please / εi δokεi [e doke]
Pardon / Συγγνωθί μοι [Syngnōthí moi]
Sorry / Συγγνώμην ἔχε [Syngnōmēn ékhe]
Welcome / Ἀσπάζομαι! [Aspádzomai]
Nice to meet you / Σε γιγνώσκων χαίρω [Se gignōskōn kaírō]
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Quotes

“An unexamined life is not worth living.”—Socrates
“One thing only I know, and that is that I know nothing.”—Socrates
“There will be no end to the troubles of states, or of humanity itself, till philosophers become kings in this
world, or till those we now call kings and rulers really and truly become philosophers, and political power
and philosophy thus come into the same hands.”—Plato
“Quality is not an act, it is a habit.”—Aristotle
“It is the mark of an educated mind to be able to entertain a thought without accepting it.”—Aristotle
“There is nothing impossible to him who will try.”—Alexander the Great
“A tomb now suffices him for whom the whole world was not sufficient.”—Alexander the Great
“If we are victorious in one more battle with the Romans, we shall be utterly ruined.”—Pyrrhus of Epirus
“Nothing exists except atoms and empty space; everything else is just opinion.”—Democritus
“History is Philosophy teaching by examples.”—Thucydides
“Yes, get out of the way of the sunlight.”—Diogenes, responding to Alexander the Great after being
asked whether he wanted anything.
“Reserve your right to think, for even to think wrongly is better than not to think at all.”—Hypatia of
Alexandria
“It is better to be a beggar than ignorant; for the beggar only wants money, but an ignorant person wants
humanity.” — Aristippus
“Someone, I tell you, in another time will remember us.”—Sappho
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Maps showing the extent of the Greek Language and dialects in Greece proper

Extent of Ancient Greek Language
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Other Resources, Websites, Videos, and Source Disclaimer
All images, information, and other material contained herein are the sole intellectual property of
their creators. Alpha Mu Gamma does not claim ownership of any images. All items are used for
educational purposes under general fair use copyright protection. This document is not
monetized.

Wiki Links/Wiki Image Sources:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language_family
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indo-European_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afroasiatic_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romance_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_French
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Spanish_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Germanic_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Greek
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rosetta_Stone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boustrophedon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_dialects

Sources:
Omniglot.com
https://libraryofbabel.info/
https://www.theguardian.com/education/gallery/2015/jan/23/a-language-family-tree-in-pictures
http://www.geocurrents.info/gc-maps/geocurrents-maps-by-topic/geocurrents-maps-of-languageslanguage-families
https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/what-are-the-romance-languages.html
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http://www.robertburns.org.uk/Assets/Poems_Songs/tamoshanter.htm

Proto-Language Dictionaries:
https://indo-european.info/dictionary-translator/
http://starling.rinet.ru/cgibin/response.cgi?root=config&morpho=0&basename=%5Cdata%5Csemham%5Cafaset&first=1

So, what do these languages sound like?
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKpLVHMEJFZsL6Fb0HocbvQ/playlists

Other Great Channels:
https://www.youtube.com/user/NativLang
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNhX3WQEkraW3VHPyup8jkQ

How to teach yourself Latin:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13JLLzsLUmMa_jD1WOMXeTvSS9WKHjnOjwxygXtjAkcc/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PB5HPz2wBDgqWXPnn5ONgZicOPv8P7LbODvkCxjpI3w
https://chaharrah.tv/chaharrah-depot/arthouse/latin-attachments/latin-book.pdf

Communities for Language Learning, Practice, and Conversation:
https://discord.gg/44s7p9 (All Languages)
https://discord.gg/bh7qpp4 (French)
https://discord.gg/qaydqDM (Latin)
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